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Colleagues,

 

Good Wednesday morning - and a welcome to the first day of summer. We
celebrated last night at Kansas City's outdoor Starlight Theatre with a concert by the
Doobie Brothers and Chicago. My ears are still ringing...but what a night! "Only the
beginning, only the beginning..."
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Norma Stevens

Ye Olde Connecting Editor is proud that some of our colleagues are members of
The Greatest Generation, as Tom Brokaw calls it - those who grew up during the
Great Depression and fought World War II and paved the way for the next
generation.

 

The last of the Greatest Generation of my family - the
Stevens Family - is now gone when my aunt Norma
Stevens, a longtime resident of Hartington, Nebraska,
died Monday after a lengthy illness. She was 95.

 
The Bow Valley Ten is what we called the 10 children of Henry
and Margaret Stevens. All were born in their farm home in
Bow Valley, Nebraska, just south of Yankton, and had
successful lives, surviving such obstacles as the Great
Depression and World War II and making our world a be�er
place. All 10 are deceased, and Norma was the last of the five
spouses to pass away. My dad was one of the Bow Valley Ten,
and he got his newspapering start at the Cedar County News
in Har�ngton - a vital and well-produced weekly newspaper
s�ll today. Dad died in 2013 and mom in 2011.

 
We're it now in our family - the oldest, we Baby Boomers. My, what examples we have to
live up to.

 
Connecting colleague Beth Harpaz shares a link to donate to a scholarship being
created in Sally Jacobsen's honor to fund a young journalist via the Overseas
Press Club, which was one of many organizations Sally supported with her time and
expertise. Needed is $60,000 to make the scholarship sustainable over time.  Click
here for a link for more information.

 

Have a good day.

 

Paul

 

Here's how this retiree stays in shape
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Richard Lipsey (Email) - A couple of years ago, Paul Stevens was soliciting
Connecting contributions on the topic of "how we stay in shape" as retirees. I wrote
about cutting wood and shoveling snow in the Colorado mountains and my return to
running after several years of down time due to an undiagnosed heart problem.

After a retirees' lunch in Kansas City recently, Paul suggested that I write about my
effort to run a marathon in all 50 states.

mailto:richardiii.runner@usa.net
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Before my heart problem, I had run about 40 marathons, though I focused on
shorter races and played basketball as my primary form of exercise until I was 50.

 
After receiving a cardiac pacemaker in 2009, I set two goals: to complete the 50th

running of the JFK 50-mile (then three years off) and to complete a marathon in all
50 states. My cardiologist was also a marathoner and cleared me to resume
running.

 
I took a full year to build up to an easy trail marathon as a comeback race and over
the next two years  ran marathons or longer races in seven more states. I completed
a 50-mile race on the Erie Canal towpath in New York and, three months later, the
JFK 50-mile.

 
Over the next three years I completed marathons in eight more states before
missing most of 2016 after coming down with pneumonia. Long, slow runs - up to 21
miles - on a treadmill this winter brought me to Kansas City for the retirees' lunch in
March and a 31-mile trail run, yet another comeback race.

 
I ran marathons in Maine, Vermont, and Rhode Island over five days in May to finish
off the New England states. (An enterprising company puts on races around the
country that include up to seven marathons in seven days in seven adjacent states.)

 
I recently rejoined the two clubs for 50-states runners after letting my memberships
lapse some years ago. One claims more than 4,200 members with 1,200-plus who
have completed the 50 states, and the other has nearly 500 finishers. The marathon
biz also includes a club for runners who have completed more than 100 marathons
in North America, a club that requires completion of a marathon in 10 or more
countries for full membership (I met the president at a recent race), and a Marathon
Maniacs group that claims thousands of members.

 
At age 72, I don't run marathons so much as slog through them with a lot of walking.
That's partly due to age and partly because my training this year was focused on
what one writer calls "relentless forward progress" - just keep going at whatever
pace you can manage and finish.

 
At that pace, I'm right there with many - perhaps most -- of the various club
members who have completed marathons ranging into the hundreds. However, I
don't see any particular virtue in just slogging through. I also don't like the
participation-trophy mentality that most marathons and many other races even down
to 5K have adopted of giving elaborate medals to every finisher.

 
Running is much harder than before my heart problem. However, it keeps me fit, I
enjoy the discipline of following a schedule and seeing the result, and the race-day
experience is still a lot of fun. 
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My training this year allowed me to complete three marathons in five days, which
was a new challenge for me. I hope it will carry me through my goal race for the
year, a 72-hour run over Labor Day weekend. After that, I plan to change my training
to do something better than just slogging through marathons.

 
I still have the states of North Dakota, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Delaware left
and hope to run them by summer 2018. After that, I'll probably return to shorter
races, with perhaps one marathon or ultra a year, probably on the trails. I hope to
run a marathon or ultra at age 80, but I'll have to stay ahead of the cutoff times that
are creeping up on me in many events.

 
A list of my marathons and ultras is available at http://www.kumaddogs.org/
races/mara_dl.html

 

Connecting mailbox
 

AP Radio reunion to be held Saturday
 

Sandy Kozel (Email) - I'd just like to
make sure that anyone who's ever
worked at AP Radio knows about this
Saturday's reunion.  It's a daylong picnic
at Burke Lake Park, in Fairfax Station,
VA.  Fellow organizers Carol Esler Ochs,
Dave Ochs, JoAnne Allen and I have
tried to track down emails for everyone -
but there are many BNC alumni and we
may have missed some.  If anyone still
needs to receive the Evite, please email
me at kozsand@aol.com   It should be
quite a get together - 101 people, so far,
say they're attending!  

 

In the photo above, three of the picnic planners (all former AP Radio colleagues) --
Sandy Kozel, Carol Ochs and JoAnne Allen -- are checking out the pavilion reserved
for the event.

 

-0-

 

The Times Certainly Have Achanged
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Peggy Walsh (Email) - The New York Times began its online presence in June
1994 as @times on AOL.

 

All copy was sent to AOL by the New York Times News Service where I was
executive editor.  I remember sitting at a computer sending the articles, mainly arts
and entertainment, about a third of the paper's content.  My original email to
communicate and check on the site is still the one I use.

 

It seems unheard of in today's instant posts of stories, but at the time the copy was
delayed for release until the paper was published.

 

One person, Elliott Rebhun, was hired as editor as the site grew. He was the entire
staff and worked hard to get more access to copy.

 

We worked together to design the "pages." This one features an old Remington
typewriter I bought for $15 when I went from the AP in Atlanta to LA as assistant
bureau chief. I still have it.

 

I found an Ad Age piece from late 1995 that says "The New York Times has finally
redesigned @times, it's America Online presence. The service has expanded it's
search capabilities and now includes two-year archives with searchable databases

mailto:pwalshnyt@aol.com
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for arts and entertainment and one-year archives for Times coverage of science and
technology as well as classifieds."

 

In those days there were lots of classified ads which, as most of us remember, were
the cash cow for newspapers. The internet soon put an end to that.

 

Elliott is quoted as saying "While the Times may not move as quickly as some other
publishers around, we do listen to our readers."

 

The story also says The Times was expected to launch its "World Wide Web" site in
1996.  I remember meeting with Martin Nisenholtz, the first director of the site, in the
planning stages before I left The Times in early 1996 to join my husband in Georgia.

 

Startups are always laborious. This one was aggravating, time-consuming and
sometimes maddening - both from The Times and AOL. But I'm glad I was part of
the start of what now is The Times' amazing online presence.

 

-0-

 

Now THIS is a typewriter!
 

Brad Martin (Email) - Now here is a typewriter.

 

Unfortunately, I can't get NY to supply any
ribbons!

 

This particular model is the Oliver Typewriter No.
5 and was manufactured in 1907.  I acquired it
from my uncle's estate and I have it in my (Kansas
City) office, where all things apparently go to die.

I didn't really know much about it (other than it
weighs as much as an aluminum frame M15
Teletype!) but I found a description on the internet:

 

The Olivers are "down strike" typewriters, meaning the typebars strike the platen
(also known as the roller) from above, rather than from below ("up strike") or from
the front ("front strike"). Unlike the "up strike" method, which prints text out of sight
on the underside of the platen, the "down strike" is a "visible print" design, meaning

mailto:bmartin@ap.org
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the full page is visible to the typist as the text is being entered. The relatively greater
striking power of the "down strike" design led Olivers to be preferred for specialty
uses such as stencil cutting or "manifolding" (copying using carbon paper). The
Oliver's typebars are bent in a bow (forming an inverted "U" shape) and rest in
"towers" on the sides of the typewriter. This design limited the machine to a three-
row QWERTY keyboard as the typebars were stacked such that they grew
progressively larger as more were added. The size and usability implications of
adding additional keys and thus, more typebars, precluded the addition of a fourth
keyboard row dedicated to numbers.

 

-0-

 

A reunion of Jackson, Mississippi, colleagues
 

  

Robert Shaw (Email) - Friends from long ago in the AP in Jackson, Miss., Tim
O'Neil (left) and Robert Shaw marked their reunion last week with a couple of
rounds of golf in Little Rock. O'Neil was a newsman in Jackson in 1976-77 when

mailto:rlshaw06@comcast.net
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Shaw was correspondent, then spent a year in the New Orleans bureau before
moving to his St. Louis hometown to work first for the Globe-Democrat and then the
Post-Dispatch, retiring recently after almost 33 years at the P-D. Shaw left Jackson
to serve as chief of bureau in Oklahoma City, Indianapolis and Little Rock, retiring in
2007.

 

MEET THE AP INTERN: Mariah Brown,
Philadelphia
 

Diane Parker (Email) - I'm very proud of this year's AP Interns and enjoy sharing
information about these talented young people pursuing their passion. AP's news
internships are paid and highly selective 12-week programs, meant to provide
individually tailored training for students aspiring to be cross-format journalists. 
Twenty students are selected for general news, business news, entertainment or
sports internships.  Interns cover breaking news and complete a final, multi-format
enterprise project that may be featured in media outlets around the world.

 

MEET THE AP INTERN: Mariah Brown, Philadelphia

 

Mariah is a graduate student at CUNY Graduate School of Journalism and will
receive her degree this December with a concentration in business and economics.

mailto:dparker@ap.org
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Mariah has worked for such news organizations as WNYC, DNA Info, METRO and
The Associated Press, where she served as a freelance production assistant for
Entertainment since last October. Global Entertainment and Lifestyles Editor Nekesa
Moody, who first met Mariah through a high school journalism program, called her a
"consummate professional."

 

During Mariah's undergraduate career at the State University of New York at New
Paltz, she contributed to the school's campus weekly, the New Paltz Oracle, filled
the role as Multimedia Editor for a student-run online website, The Little Rebellion.
She was Managing Editor for The Bullhorn, a 32-page publication for the SUNY New
Paltz chapter of the nation's largest higher education union, United University
Professions. One of her proudest accomplishments as managing editor was winning
the union-wide issued award for general excellence.

 

Mariah is the Deputy Secretary and Website Coordinator for the New York chapter
of the National Association of Black Journalists and serves as a mentor for the
chapter's eight-week high school journalism workshop. She is also President of the
City University of New York Association of Black Journalists that is a finalist for the
National Association of Black Journalists Student Chapter of the Year Award for
2017.

 

While fulfilling journalistic pursuits, Mariah performed spoken word for various
campus events, engaging in topics about socio-political history, identity and social
justice. Outside of school, she performed at many places in New York City, including
the Kaye Playhouse at Hunter College and the Apollo Theater.

 

Mariah dove into the Cosby trial on day one of her internship, June 5, reporting and
creating video and audio content.

Connecting wishes Happy Birthday
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To
 David Zeeck - david.zeeck@thenewstribune.com

 

Welcome to Connecting

  
Dick Lawyer - dlawyer45@gmail.com

 

Stories of interest
 

How The New York Times moderates 12,000
comments a day  (Digiday)

 

Last week, The New York Times announced it would expand the use of automation
to open up more articles to reader comments. Using a system called Moderator
developed with Jigsaw, the tech incubator from Google's parent company Alphabet,
the Times hopes to expand the number of stories open to comments from 10
percent today to 80 percent by the end of the year. But the tech wouldn't work
without the foundation the Times community desk laid.

 

That's because Moderator has been trained by being fed 16 million Times
comments that have been hand-moderated over the past 10 years. It uses those
judgments to build an algorithm that will prioritize comments for moderation.

 

mailto:david.zeeck@thenewstribune.com
mailto:dlawyer45@gmail.com
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The editor of the community desk is Bassey Etim, who leads a team of 14 part- and
full-time moderators who review about 12,000 comments a day. It's a complicated
process, so the Times can only open up just so many articles to comments and only
for a limited time. Moderators aren't just screening comments for curses and threats;
they're seeking to create a place where readers can discuss stories, exchange ideas
at a high level and see all sides of a debate reflected. Etim calls it "content curation
at a very high level."

 

Read more here.

 

-0-

 

Down & out in AK  (Craigmedred)

 

By CRAIG MEDRED

 

Yet more trouble appears on the horizon
for the already troubled business of
journalism in Alaska.

 

Rumors have been swirling for weeks
that yet more downsizing is coming at
the Alaska Dispatch News - the state's
biggest, brawniest and, by sheer force of
numbers, best news organization.

 

And Monday came a "Reader Survey"
tucked away on page A-4 of the Alaska's
largest newspaper asking readers in
little-bitty type to tell editors "what you
absolutely can't live without in (a)
newspaper...with no choice but to
produce a leaner print paper."

 

Read more here. Shared by Tad
Bartimus.

 

The Final Word
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Pet squirrel that foiled Idaho home burglary
returns to wild
 

By KEITH RIDLER, Associated Press

 

BOISE, Idaho (AP) - A pet squirrel named Joey who gained fame as a crime-fighter
might be more of the lover type.

 

Joey, who police credited with scaring off a burglar trying to break into his home's
gun safe, made his long goodbyes earlier this month, then scampered up a
backyard apple tree at his Meridian, Idaho, home and hasn't been seen since.

 

"If I had to guess, he found a girlfriend and they're off doing their squirrel thing," said
Adam Pearl, who raised Joey in his home for about 10 months.
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A University of Idaho scientist said that's probably right for Joey.

 

"For a lot of mammals, behavior changes once spring comes," said Janet Rachlow,
a professor at the school's Department of Fish and Wildlife Sciences.

 

Joey made headlines in February after police went to Pearl's home to investigate
the burglary and Joey introduced himself. A few hours later, police nabbed a teen
burglary suspect with items from Pearl's home and scratches on his hands. The teen
told police a squirrel at one home came flying out of nowhere and kept attacking him
until he left.

 

Like many famous crime fighters, Joey had a rough start in life. He was abandoned
after falling out of his nest not long after being born and would have died if Adam
Pearl and his wife, Carmen, hadn't taken him in.

 

"His eyes weren't even open," Adam Pearl said. "He was about the size of a Bic
lighter when we first got him."

 

They bought supplies and set an alarm every two hours to feed him. Joey thrived,
and soon had the run of the house, using a litterbox and learning to scavenge from
bowls of nuts.

 

"I wanted him to be able to fend for himself," Adam Pearl said.

 

Joey did just that, delighting the family with his antics.

 

"He'd let anybody pet him when he was in the house," Pearl said. "I guess right up
until the kid broke in. Right after that is when he started getting aggressive."

 

About a month ago, Pearl made the decision to leave a sliding door open after Joey
seemed extra rambunctious. Joey eventually ventured out, played with wild squirrels
during the day and returned to his bed inside at night.

 

On June 4, he climbed on Adam's shoulder, where he stayed for several minutes
getting his ears scratched before disappearing in the apple tree.

 

"I think that was his goodbye, looking back on it," Adam Pearl said.
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Rachlow said Joey might have a little bit of culture shock assimilating into squirrel
life, but will likely succeed.

 

Adam Pearl said Joey liked to chew on items in the house, so there's also relief in
being an empty-nester.

 

"Hopefully, he doesn't bring any little Joeys into the house," he said.

 

Click here for a link to this story.  Shared by Michael Rubin.

 

Today in History - June 21, 2017

  

By The Associated Press
 

Today is Wednesday, June 21, the 172nd day of 2017. There are 193 days left in the
year. Summer begins at 12:24 a.m. Eastern time.

 

Today's Highlights in History:

 

On June 21, 1942, German forces led by Generaloberst (Colonel General) Erwin
Rommel captured the Libyan city of Tobruk during World War II. (Following his
victory, Rommel was promoted by Adolf Hitler to the rank of Field Marshal; Tobruk
was retaken by the Allies in Nov. 1942.) An Imperial Japanese submarine fired
shells at Fort Stevens on the Oregon coast, causing little damage.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001__JqTtyrwI2XDthAn0bmZyuw2qJOSrs3R1-g3lrz1yTOpVcfw5IYqY_bXhQZeB5Zicx7dR9KKkiTsOHeKH82wVIPuM4UI5EmyHwOqlkNf9WG9g2o4mR-Bj0Hbfadiei__9NDsI1s7_F6EQZ82gGl2chRsEkhlI1bm5SMqGGpnP4ZCjFK2tSn6Wqwyxx9l2h0pPm3gUY5qfZ8W-iFX8-FwhqXvzlr205_H_qRfAnQs4iyfSBMKahhr1D-9T4vXLfQSZm0ofPocoOXvfKwqPQ0qOKpwJf6y-HKFyMM6Vt4mT3asx7zI60QI-k-XxGvuHwmD6VACa9rGYOpYEv5xB83ZEQRvj9LdfFM&c=DD6eAOv4fZJVeV4q9P1ulgzW8lvPRo7-2FYU50dGk9oqLuZ21ffStQ==&ch=kHw_XK_O9Zr31wrN4NTS5hkgRDE1FrmcyWW9wSmmdoGltnJVV3wjXA==
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On this date:

 

In 1377, King Edward III died after ruling England for 50 years; he was succeeded
by his grandson, Richard II.

 

In 1788, the United States Constitution went into effect as New Hampshire became
the ninth state to ratify it.

 

In 1834, Cyrus Hall McCormick received a patent for his reaping machine.

 

In 1932, heavyweight Max Schmeling lost a title fight rematch in New York by
decision to Jack Sharkey, prompting Schmeling's manager, Joe Jacobs, to exclaim:
"We was robbed!"

 

In 1954, the American Cancer Society presented a study to the American Medical
Association meeting in San Francisco which found that men who regularly smoked
cigarettes died at a considerably higher rate than non-smokers.

 

In 1963, Cardinal Giovanni Battista Montini was chosen during a conclave of his
fellow cardinals to succeed the late Pope John XXIII; the new pope took the name
Paul VI.

 

In 1964, civil rights workers Michael H. Schwerner, Andrew Goodman and James E.
Chaney were slain in Philadelphia, Mississippi; their bodies were found buried in an
earthen dam six weeks later. (Forty-one years later on this date in 2005, Edgar Ray
Killen, an 80-year-old former Ku Klux Klansman, was found guilty of manslaughter;
he was sentenced to 60 years in prison.)

 

In 1977, Menachem Begin (men-AH'-kem BAY'-gihn) of the Likud bloc became
Israel's sixth prime minister.

 

In 1982, a jury in Washington, D.C. found John Hinckley Jr. not guilty by reason of
insanity in the shootings of President Ronald Reagan and three other men.

 

In 1985, scientists announced that skeletal remains exhumed in Brazil were those of
Nazi war criminal Josef Mengele (MEN'-guh-luh).
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In 1989, a sharply divided Supreme Court ruled that burning the American flag as a
form of political protest was protected by the First Amendment.

 

In 1997, the WNBA made its debut as the New York Liberty defeated the host Los
Angeles Sparks 67-57.

 

Ten years ago: Assistant Secretary of State Christopher Hill, the chief U.S. nuclear
envoy, made a rare trip to North Korea in a surprise bid to accelerate international
efforts to press the communist government to abandon its nuclear weapons
program. Bob Evans, creator of his namesake restaurant chain, died in Cleveland at
age 89.

 

Five years ago: The U.S. Supreme Court unanimously threw out penalties against
Fox and ABC television stations that violated the Federal Communications
Commission policy regulating curse words and nudity on television, but the justices
declined to issue a broader constitutional ruling. Miami's LeBron James capped his
title bid with 26 points, 13 assists and 11 rebounds as he led the Heat in a 121-106
rout of the Oklahoma City Thunder to win the NBA Finals in five games. Broadway
composer-lyricist Richard Adler, 90, died in Southhampton, New York.

 

One year ago: Hillary Clinton, during a visit to the battleground state of Ohio, said
Donald Trump would send the U.S. economy back into recession, warning that his
"reckless" approach would hurt workers still trying to recover from the 2008
economic turbulence. North Korea fired two suspected powerful new Musudan
midrange ballistic missiles, according to U.S. and South Korean military officials, the
communist regime's fifth and sixth such attempts since April 2016. The Obama
administration approved routine commercial use of small drones in areas such as
farming, advertising and real estate after years of struggling to write rules to protect
public safety.

 

Today's Birthdays: Composer Lalo Schifrin is 85. Actor Bernie Kopell is 84. Actor
Monte Markham is 82. Songwriter Don Black is 79. Actress Mariette Hartley is 77.
Comedian Joe Flaherty is 76. Rock singer-musician Ray Davies (The Kinks) is 73.
Actress Meredith Baxter is 70. Actor Michael Gross is 70. Rock musician Joe
Molland (Badfinger) is 70. Rock musician Don Airey (Deep Purple) is 69. Country
singer Leon Everette is 69. Rock musician Joey Kramer (Aerosmith) is 67. Rock
musician Nils Lofgren is 66. Actress Robyn Douglass is 64. Actor Leigh McCloskey
is 62. Cartoonist Berke Breathed is 60. Country singer Kathy Mattea is 58. Actor
Marc Copage (koh-PAJ') is 55. Actress Sammi Davis is 53. Actor Doug Savant is 53.
Country musician Porter Howell is 53. Actor Michael Dolan is 52. Writer-director
Lana Wachowski is 52. Actress Carrie Preston is 50. Actress Paula Irvine is 49.
Rapper/producer Pete Rock is 47. Country singer Allison Moorer is 45. Actress
Juliette Lewis is 44. Actress Maggie Siff is 43. Musician Justin Cary is 42. Rock
musician Mike Einziger (Incubus) is 41. Actor Chris Pratt is 38. Rock singer Brandon
Flowers is 36. Britain's Prince William is 35. Actor Jussie Smollett is 35. Actor
Benjamin Walker is 35. Actor Michael Malarkey is 34. Pop singer Kris Allen (TV:
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"American Idol") is 32. Actor Jascha Washington is 28. Pop singer Rebecca Black is
20.

 

Thought for Today: "Three o'clock is always too late or too early for anything
you want to do." - Jean-Paul Sartre, French philosopher (1905-1980).

Got a story or photos to share?
 

   
Got a story to share? A favorite memory of your AP days?
Don't keep them to yourself. Share with your colleagues by
sending to Ye Olde Connec�ng Editor. And don't forget to
include photos!

Here are some suggestions:

- Second chapters - You finished a great career. Now
tell us about your second (and third and fourth?)
chapters of life.
 
- Spousal support - How your spouse helped in
supporting your work during your AP career. 

- My most unusual story - tell us about an unusual, off the wall story that you
covered.

- "A silly mistake that you make"- a chance to 'fess up with a memorable mistake
in your journalistic career.

- Multigenerational AP families - profiles of families whose service spanned two or
more generations.

- Volunteering - benefit your colleagues by sharing volunteer stories - with ideas on
such work they can do themselves.

- First job - How did you get your first job in journalism?

- Connecting "selfies" - a word and photo self-profile of you and your career, and
what you are doing today. Both for new members and those who have been with us
a while.

- Most unusual place a story assignment took you.
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Paul Stevens
Editor, Connec�ng newsle�er
paulstevens46@gmail.com
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